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Non-Newsers:
An Analysis of a.Non-Viewing Population'

The first study to iddntify nonnews users was conducted 15 years ago
?

when Westley and geveri n1 analyzed non=newspdper readers. Non-newspaper

readers-, though, represent only one of four types of non-netis userS in tbe

) 41*

general-population. Also, in the population are non-news magazine readers;

non-radio news listeners; non-television news users: Even though there are

fdUr ty0es of non-news users, the picture presented in the literature is, un2

fortunately unbalanced. Most of what we knod--and even that is limited--is

. confined to on1); One segment of the non-user community.2

Ltttle attention has been devoted to understaiding and explaining the

existence of non-television news viewers. This is Pasticularly surprising
I q

since approximately SO per cent of the general population has been identified

as non-television news iliewers.3 d(
This study, then; is.a beginning effort to understand this neglected

but significant segment of the population in general and of the non-news user
_

.

. community in particUlar. It is felt that by studying the non-news viewer,

communication scientists and news.practitioners can,better understand the

complete non-news user phenomenon; in addition to the individual non-viewer

who for, peitps, an untold number of reasons does not bother to watch tele-
,

4 vision neWs. In order to present a refined-picture of non-yiewers, this

study will distinguish three types of non-viewers: (1)enon-viewers of network

hews; (2) non-viewers of local news; (3) non-viewers ol(both metwork and local

news.

Previous ReseaAh
. "

)

.;
While none of the pUblishect,studievin the communications .111ournals are

t ;

Ic

.
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specifically devoted to non-viewers of newsl there have been several studies

-

- which Wave tangentially referred to non-viewers. Almost 20 years ago, Westley.

"and Mobius studied the non-televlsion household.
4

While one could probably

correctly assume that persons who do not own television sets are also non-
,

*

news viewers, it would.be presumptious to say that non-television owners are
I. .

turned off to neWs,. In fact, in this 196b study, Westley and Mobius found
A

that non-TV.owning respondents *ere more likely to faVor radio as a .source

of newS and less likely to use newspapers.

In a 1971.secondary, analysis of the W.R. Simmons natibnal data, Robinson

specifitally addressed the non-viewer problem. He found that there was indeed

a non-network news viewing segmertt. Over the two week period examined,

Robinson found that the majority of.the population did not watch one national

news prograM.5

In their 1978 book, Television and Human Behavior, Comstock et al. re-
,

0

viewed four studies on the audience and-non-audience for news. The authoTs
:;;,

concluded from these four studies that
, *

network evening news reaches far fewer per,po s than one would -,

,suppose from thepublic's Acclaim of televisjon a news source.

Robinson7 ajain looked,at non-viewers of network news in a r enfly pub-
,

lished ANPA Report. In this 1978 study, he found that yoUnger adults were

less likely'than their elders to read newspapers and watch'television news.

Overall; Robinon founa that almost half of the population had noewatched

any television neWs on the previous day.
CI

Overall, very little is knetvin about non- ers of television news.

do know that there are a lot of non-vieWers "out there" and that most are
A

,

ntung and d6 not read newspapers. But we don't know their,-cdAPlete socio-
i, .

,

economic profile. We also'don't know whether thei* is a difference between
3.

7 .
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those who avoid network news, such as Robinson studied, and those/who ignore

local newl.. We,don't even know what kind of person,the hard core non-viewer

is -- the person who is turned off to'both network and local news.

Therefore, to learn more about non-users of television news, a secondary

analy is of data On non-news viewers was done. Four specific research A

4

quest onS guided the analysis: 4

.1) Who.are the non-viewers?

2) What are the differences between local news nonryiewers and net-
. work non-viewers?

3. What, if.any, sou do non-viewers use fo'r news'?

e

4. What are,non-viewers' noriative attitudes about the news? Do they

feel an obligation.to keep informAr?
,

..

Methodology
4

.A secondary analysis was done on data collected by the Communications

Research Center.atArracuse University. ApProximitely 1200 adults; 18 years

and older, wereyersonally intervifwed in-three waves of interviewing during'

-the- Suinmei. Of.-191C-7,-The resPOridents who Were interraeWed 'in a large North-" 7-

eastern Upited States rural county were,randomlk selected from the telephone

A directory: The teldphone penetration rate in this area was above 90 Per cent.

This Northeastern county has two major dailies, five weeklies, one major

16cal.,tdlevision station, one non-local television, station, and five major

radio stations,. Mo t news viewers reported watChing the local station rather
tvirokr

4

a. , than the non-loca for newS.

,

l .Non-yiewers were queried about their media use, socio-economic background
. ?

and attitudes toward keeping inforidd of the news. Specific information. was
A

collected in ihe 'following areas:

A

1) Miditc.yie. .14spondehts were asked: How often do you watch the local
,

V

ft

.6

; . . .
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six o'clock news on television? How often do you watch the national

news at 6:30 on television? Res ponse categories were:

nnever or seldom"

"one or two days a week"

"nearlreveri day"

"everyday"- .

Respondents replying "never or seldom" were classified

(-I

4

as non-viewers And.

analyzed'in this study. Respondents were also asked about their frequency of

attention to daily newspapers,.local weekliep and radio news. '..

2) Socio-EconoMic baclground.. Respondents were asked the length oftriiiir-

they.had lived in the'county, their education, income and age. Sex of

the respondent was also indicated on the questionnaire.

Attitude toWard keeping informed. Respondents were asked the MdCombs

and Poindexter News NorM ScaiO The scale, composed of four items,

measured the strength of a civic.attitude to'keep informed of'news

:and current

We all have
events.

events. The four items which formed a Guttman scale were:

a duty to keep ourseldes informed about news and current

A

It is important to be informed al;out news and.current events.\

C. So many other people follow the ews and keep informed about it that
it doesn't matter much whether I do or not,

D. %good deal of news about current events isn't important enough
to .keep inforMed about. -

Three perspectives were used ir tjle analysis of the data. First, ihe
-

data were'combined to produce four mutually exclusive subgroups:'
. 4

. .(1) non-viewers of both network and local news (flon-viewers)

(2) non-viewers of etwtork liews.only (Non-network).

(3) .4non-vieweiS of local,news only (Nonllocal)*
.

(4) ' viewers df both local and:network news (Viewer)
N

#

ft
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.The non-viewers weie then compared with the non-network ana non-local

groups to determine if there were differences in age, epta'tion, inCome,.

-,length of residence and sex. .

. .

. ,
.

The second set of analyses compared the three nonL.news groups to determine

wbich, if any, media were used for news. %
. . .

.The final set of analyses tried.to determine whether the individual in
411..

the non-news sub-group held strong or weak attitudes about keeping informed

of news and current events.
A

4
Findings

Table 1.shows that one-third of the respondents in this Northeastern
.

$
/

county could be classified as a member of one of the three nbn-viewer groups.

44 .

.

Twenty-one per centiiid not view any kind of news on television. Seven per ceni

did not match news and five per cent did not View local news.. Two-thirds of

the sample viewed, both local and netLrk news.

Socio-economit background - Age et

Table-2 examines-non-viewers of both network-and-local-television by age;

The pattern for non-viewers non-network and on-local viewers is the same;

,a negative relatibnship exists between age,and non-v ewing. Looking first

dt non-viewers of both local and network neWs, can be seen that over one-'

third of the.youngest adults (18-25) and over uarter of the 26-35 year

old group,are non-viewers., %On the.opposite en of the age continuum, only

nine,per cent acknowledge being non-newsTewers.

t . A much,smalier pertentage of aduIrts reported'not watching 1041 televis1on-2

news. Again, the youngest age group was most likely to,not watch ldcal pews.
.\

The monotonic.decline which waS evident in the non-viewer of local an4 network
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news group was not found in this non-viewer of local news only group. As

was eviclent in the other two non-Viewing-subgroups, 18725-year olds were also

most likely to not watch network news.

Socio-econotic baekground - Education

The influence of education is different.for each non-viewer subgroupi.

High school graduates and adults with 'technical degrees are in the group most

likely to not watch both network and local news. Education increases the
'1

likelihood of non-viewi4,untik the collegd ye4rsA:

drops off slightly. '

ich time non-viewing'',,

College educated adults (9%) are most 1 kely-6.1p non-yiewers of local,

are-least likely to be
1

news only while adults withOu A high school degree

among this' non-local group(4ee Table 3)1.

A reverse pattern is found among non-viewers of network news. Adults

with the least amountlof edUcati n are most likely to not watch network news.

Socio-economic background - Incoth

. The.influence of income on.ndll-Viewirig, while'significant, is not a

cleAly defined pattern. Looking first at non-viewers of bbth network arid

local news; it can be seeR that the greatest difference between groups is in

the poorest and seconds highest income groups. Poor people are least likely
:

to-he,non-viewers wh' e wealthier people are most likely to be non-viewers.

(See Table 4) \

N,
Among the W inon- eal group, it can be seen that s income ncreases, non-

viewing increases up.to the $15 to 25,000v1ncome group At that point non-

yiewing drOps to file pet.ient and then,increases again.

The influence of income is uistable in the non-network group.. The data

\
A

A



suggest.that poorer adults.are more likely than*higher income adults to
,

be'llon-viewers of national news except for those in the $15,000 to 25,000

income group. The $15,000 to 25,000 income group is just asalikely to

not watch network news as the lower income adults..

Socio-Economic liackground - Length of Residence

Table 5 shows the influence of three non-mutually exclusive length of

residence categories on non-viewing. The three categories are "fewer than

10. years", "more than-1-0 yearg", "all. my life".

Two types of adults are most likely VD mit watch television news:

adults who have lived in the aaea for fewer than 10 years and adults who have

lived there all of their lives. Ta:ble,5 shows approximately one-quarter

k of the respondents in each group reported being non-news viewers.

.50t different pattern emerges aiong.non-viewers of local news. As length

of time in the.area decreases, non-vieying_increases. In other words, newer

residents are more likely to avoid local,news than older residents.

An opposite pattern emerges for non-viewing of network news. As length
-

of time lived in the community increases, so does nonrviewing ?f network neWs,

Even though the patterns between non-viewing of local and non-viewing

of network news are reversed, in actuality, the patterns are intuitively

consistent. People who have long residential tieg to the community in which

thex liye are more likely to pay attention to the local news and less likely

to watch'national news.--The data suggest it is also the Case that new resi-

dents, not feeling a sense of belonging to the local community, are least

likely to pay attention to the local news.

Ose Of Other News Media

Do non-viewers of television news pay attention to other news media?

Are there differences among the sub-groups of non-news users and-their

attention to radio news, daily and weekly neiispapers? To answer these'
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questions, the non-television news Troillis'were compared on their uSe and

.non-use of other media.

Table 6 ghows that overall, more non-viewers can be found ,among

everyday radio news liSteners than among non7listeners. This suggests,

of course, that non-newA viewers are turned off to the medium for

news rather than the'newS itself.

The first row in Table 6 compares the three non-viewEinirgroups'

non-use of radio news. It can be seen that non-viewers of network news

are also post likely to be radio news non-listeners. The non-viewers
.

of local news are least likely to fall into this category.

Table 7 shows the relationship between non-viewing of newS and daily

newspaper reading. The last TOW shows that"most non-v1ewe5s of news can

/be found reading daily newspapers: LOoking.,along the first row of the

table, again difterences among the non-viewer.groups are evident. The

non-viewer of network and local news voup and,the non-viewer of network

4

news only group are.both more 1ikr to be among daily newspaper nOn-
r.

readers. Adults in the non-local news group are least likely to avoid. daily .

.newspapers. The9 were no significant diffgrenceeamong the non-viewing

,..groups and the frequency with which they read weekly newspapers.
'

Non-viewers'-Attitude Toward Keeping Informed of the News-
\

-

In order to begin to develop.some indicators as *to-why some people

.use or a/WA news the sample of regVondents was also, askeS the McCombs,

and Poindexter NeWs North Scale which measured

keeping informed of news and current events.

oUligation to keep infoimed otnot? The four

respondents' attitude toward

Did the VOspondents feel an

questions which.were used

,

.to ta.p this sense bf civic obligation had, in an earlier study, formed a



.:Puttman scale and successfully 'predicted 'newspaper readiAg.9
. .

: if the mewAnorm scale has an influencelownon-viewe savoidance of
,- 4

news, then persons scoring high _on the.scale should be,the east likely

I

candidates for non-viewing. And of course, those scoring low. should

.

most likely be non-viewers. Table 8,shows this is ixactly the case for

non viewers of all news.

Almost one-thl,rd of the low scorers are non-viewers of both network

and local news comiared to.only one-fifth of the,high scorers who are non-'

viewerS.

The pattern is not as clear for non-viewers of network news and non-

viewers of local news only. There is a suggeseion of curviliniarity for

non-viewers. Adults with both a strong and weak sense of obligation to

keep informed of the news dN not watch- local news. For, non-viewers, the

trend is slightly mdre in line with the expectation that low scorers are.

non-vieweis of netwtrk news. I
of4

The influence of the scale within age grouPs'was also examined. The

18-25 year old group was of particular interest in this study since this
4

is the age group that appears to be most turned off, to all kinds Of news.

A*
It can be,seen in Table 9 that the inkluence of the news noim is

magnified in the youngest subgroups. In the 18-25 year.Old group, the

-percentage of adults who have a.weak sense of obligation to keep informed

and do not waich television news almost doubles. In fact, there are

Ware than twO and A haif times as manylpersons scoring low on the news
.

norm scale as scoring high. 'The'news norm partially explains why there

; 11
are so many young people turning off to.television news (and also news-

.t

Q."

papers). This group not only does not feel an obligation to be informed,'

*



.

:
it also does mit keep informed of news via television.

10

. ,
The pittern is somewhat different for.the network non-viewei and local'

non-news ifiewer. Among the 18-25 year olds, there isan inRierted-U relgtion

between the news norm and non-viewing of network news. Young adults who ave

both A very wegk and a very strong sense of,duty to'keep informed are Aeast .

likely to'be noi,viewers of news. People whO have a. moderate senSet of.du;ty

are Most likely to be non-viewers of neW's.

.
Th9 pattern.is reversed for 18-25 year old non-Aocal Viewers. Young-

adulti who are.very strong and veryteak are most likely to not pay aktention

,

t o local news while those who have a moderate sense of duty are least'.

'likely- to not watch etwork news',

It-should be noted from ioo144,at the .V;ewers.of television news in. s

Table 9 that a greater proportion of vi&ers who'have a weak.attittyde about

keeping informed are-among the viewers. Apparently, other variables are

keeping them tun in to teleIisir news.

For the 35-45, 46-55, and above 65 groups, there Was little or TIP

significant influence of asperson's sense of duty to keep informed and non-
. , .

. .

viewing of news., But in the 55-65 age groups, tbere was some influence of ,.

. .

I ,
N..

the norm. In this older age group, adults storing the lowest on the norm are,

mOst-1ikely to be among non-viewers. As tlie strength of the norm increises,

t ,. 4 t
.

I

there is a sugge tion that non-viewing increases among those who avoid bOth

l ., "A4

networrand lodal news. It is evident from Table 9,ttilt a,ldrger prdportion
4.0

of adu1ts with.a weak sense of '6bligation'to kseijnOrmed'are among the ..

i

, . , -
ii;

'

viewers. Again., some.other variable !Mist be operative.'

,.

.4

1

,
Summary .

. . / . .

,

This study examined fitim-§pecific research questions:
,
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v.

?I'l!,41c1) are'thel-nonliekerg of tearip.ion news?.
1 A .

(

.R) Wha t. are the differences between local news nen--ftewers and network
,146-news nim-Tiewers'?". p, 4", .

.v

.3) What Setirces do non-:Viewers U-se.for new's?

.

'. .4
\'.

- 4)CDo nen-viewers feel tin Obligation to keep informed of the news?

'
':To.answerthese questions, a secondary afislysis was done on data

colletted -during the s er'of1978,by the CoMmunications Research'Center

at SyrapliseUniversity. The'ditg were collected through personal inter-
.

views with approxigate1y'1100,randokly selected, adults in a'Northeastern

United.States rural County.

For the analysis, the data we

' exclusive sub-groups:

11)

121 non-viewers ofnetwork'sews.only (Non-network)

"

(1) non-viekers oflocal news.only (Not,-local)

irst combined to imoduce four mutually

t

non-viewerseof both networR and local news (Non-viewers)

- ,

(4.) vieiers of beth local and network news (Viewer)
,
, .

The non-viewer subgroups were ithen compared to determine Sod.7mimic,
,-.

.m417:11, use, and attitudinal differences.
,

7

.Tables 10 and 11 summarize the socio-ecenomic.and media use differences

of the three non..viewer groups. The analysis showed that-young adults were

more.likely than.older adults to be non-viewersc ,Adults with:thigh educa-

.'tion and income, were'more likely to be non-viewers of all pe*O0Vegrams or

"

16-Cal news While poor and.uneducated adults. were More likJ not

,:.. W

.
-Atch network news programs. New residents and lifetime residen_ the'

b
*coMmuliity were more likely to be non-viewers of television news programs.

,

..liew residents did not watch local news' and longrtime residents did not
. .



watch iiietwork-news. Women and men were about equally likely to be non-
,

viewers of-local and network television news.
.

TWo major findings emersed from the ahalysis of ndn-viewers, usi of

other media. First, all non-viewers are not turned off to news from other

lp
sources. Secoridly, the three non-viewer groups differed,in-their tise and ,

4 4

12 .

non-use of radio news and dallr newapers. 4

Non-viewers of .both local and.network news mere most.Iikely t0.be found.

among daily listeners of radio news. Non-viewers of local news only were .

most likely .to be found in the.daily newspaper reading group and least

likely to-be among non-readers and non-listeners of-radio news. Non-viewers
.

of network news only were most likely to be.among the non-listeners of

radio news and non-feaders of daily newspapers. !The non-network news .

viewer was in the one group most turned off tqlnews.

Non-viewerS of network and local 'news were also analyzed bysa set of

questions which tapped a cultural horm that,peopl feel thay:have a-duty to

Iceep informed of news and current events. When.the.influerie of this citizen
'1.,' n

duty was examined on non-viewers, it was found to'partially explain why

some people do not watch television newi. People wi;ta weak sensesof

/ \

obligation to keep informed were more likely to
/
not wafch newS. This was

. .

particularly true for the tMo non-viewer groups: the,network and -local:

non-viewers and the network onlx_non-viewers. .The data indicated that

1

for local non-viewers when the strength of the norm was, highest, non-viewing

was highest.

When the norm was
I

examined among various age grOuPs;\ it was apparent

\

that ifs inflUence was strongest in the youngeSt age grou0s. Within the
\

\ ,

18-25 year old age group, the percentage of,adults who hacUa weak sense of
. '4,,',';.'4,

\

\

\
, t ,

g ,

.
.
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obligation to keep informed and did not watchAelevision news was almost
.4

-three fifths of the sample..

4+

,Implication41

6This study has been-an attempt.to understand a large.but neglected_

segment of the non-news user commynity. The large percentagetof non-news

viewers underscores the importance of analyzing this.groUp of people. In .

this stpdy, for example, onp-third of the tample was classified as non-

viewers.. . And Robinson10 found non-news viewers represented es Auch As half

of the' adult' population in two studies on the network evening'news audience.

4,

Twe very important findingssemerged from this study. First, young

adulti Were more 'likely than their older counterparts to not view local
.

andAnational evening news.11 Secondly, adults with high incomes and educa-

tions were more likely tO avoid local news while adults with low .incomes

and poor educations were more likely to not view network news.

Of course, the natural question to ask of these findings is why? Why

'
are young adults disproportionately avoiding local and-network news? Why

is it that educated, high income adults are not turning on loca,1 news-

'.While poorly.educatpd, low income adults are not turning.on network news/

. Unfortunately, these questions can not be answered with the present

data: it is speculated, though, that the content and quality Of the local

and network news programs are related to the educati6nal and income differences

of the non-viewers. The network news, filled with coverage of world events,

may tot have much relevancd to a blue collar-worker 'Worried about making

ends'meet. It may afso be true that local coverage of city hall pro.-

ceedings, fires and accidents may e too provincial for some'of the more .

; 5

.
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edutated members of the hon-viewer. communitr. Of course, these are only

lpeculations.
Local and network news must be content analyzed and non-

, viewers, must be asked how they feel about viewing.the nes before we.can.

aliSwer why the educatiow-rieb and_education poor do not view-television

news.

These data only measuredllon-viewing of evening local and evening

network news. Subsequent,studies should also measure non-viewing of

the late evening,local news, maffning national news and lunch-time nels.

Only when all news programs are considered, can Or truy begin to draw a.

complete picture of non-news viewers..

.Future studies should also determine whether this non-viewing be-

havior is Active or passive avoidance. Are non-viewers purposely not turn-.-

ing on the news or is it the case that the news does tot happen to be on

o noii-viewers dolOt-halipento watch it. An examination of the activeness

or passiveness of non-viewing would be enormously beneficial in understanding

. this group of.the population.

lk

...

The Mc mbs and Poindexter News Nori Scale12, which measuied respondents'

. attitudes toward'keeping informed of news and current'evenis, was used'in an
,

effort to develop some indicators which explain non-viewing-behavior. This,

scale was helpful because it suggested that non-viewers, for the most part,.

are less likely to value the cultural norm of keeping informed. Again, to get

a complete,picture, other.socio-psychological variables such as attitudes,

and normative beliefs must be examined if we are to truly understand the

nOn-viewing phenomenon.
A

Also, the differences which were found'among the threepon-v

suggest that future research should not analyze all non-viewers as-one

0,

groups
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hoppgeneous pass, but should dserefined categories, sUéh as thosein
. ,

.
this *tudy,.in order to accurately analyze and characterize nonliiews

;

consumers. c.
nonlvidwers should be studied in all types of me4ia

, 01

markets--largeand small, urban'and rural. Noh-viewprs shiouldsalso

bp stUdied in'locationi in'which local.news varies in quantity, luialjty,

and foruat, Only when non-viewers shave been examined across all media
.

/ .

I
, .

settings can we truly bring to grasp whation_news viewing reallyN
. 4
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FOOTNOTES (fontd).

liRobinson, op. .cit . , 1978 'also foUnd that young -adUlts.wpre mor

likely to be non-viewers of news but Robinson only 1okedatnetwoik

evening news.

12McCombs and yoindexter; op? a t . , 1978.
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6
Table 1

Non-Vieweis of News

Nou-Viewers of Both'

Non-Local

Non-Network. .

yiewers of. Both Local

and Network.News
. .

;

tt,

c,

7

,66

99%

-(N=1221)

Tr..4).$ 1.

. Y.)

..;
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Table 2 .

Non-Viewing by Age

18-25
(N=192)

Non-Viewers of Both

Viewers of Both
Local & Network News

.2
x = J38.05; 15. df, p4.001.

-

. 11.

26-35

fN=2.0)
%

36-45,

(N=209)

%

_46-55
(N-218)

%

56-65
(N=202),

Over 65
(N=171)

35 28 22

.f. .

9'

12 '7

a,

44 6- 6 6

11-,,

4

18 16 ,

6 2' 4

5 , 8

72 78 80

tv.

ipo

4.
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Table 3

Non-Viewing by Educatio

4

&arne High High Schoo.14 Some%

School , Technical .4 College +

(N=320) (N=488) (N=400).
. % %

.\\
.\

16 25
-N

.

Non-Viewers of Both

V1 Non-Local 4

Nozi-Nitwork, 10

Viewers of Both Local
' and Network News, 71

N,

2
x = 28.71, 6 df,,p.4001

Gamma, 21. -.08

`,

8

.64

22

65

1
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Non-Vewers of Both

Non-Local

Non-Network
,

Table 4

Non-Viewing by Income

)11nder. $spoo- $14000., pspoo- overN,

$4000' moo. 14000 25p00 .$25,000

(N=188)- (N=247) (W=231) ''. (N=284). (N=112)

: %-. -% I . -7%- , %

2

22 24. 22..

. Viewers of Both
Local and Network News 70 66 69

IV

X2 = 22.11, 12. df,

..

Gamma = 7.08

. 4. . 05

63

fir

a

4

'S



Table 5

Non-Viewing by Loitgth of Residence

A

Fewer than ,

10 years

More than
10 years

Non-Viewers of Both

Non-Local

26,

8

16/.

7

Non-NetwOrk g
;

Viewers of. Bbth

Local, & Net rk News 60 69 .

2 20.0,..6.:dfo, pdi .01

mir

life

24-

4

d

\\\\
n
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.11

a

Tible 6

Non-Viewers and Radio News bistenidg

Radio News Listening Non-Viewers Non-Local Wm-Network Viewers. of Bo

Frequency of Both Local 4 Netwbrk

(N=260) (N=66) (N=89) (N=800)

Never or Seldom

0

One ot Two Days

.Nearly Everyday

Everyday

= 19.31, 9 df, 134.01

. Gamma = .09

;

u

15 20

1.4 6

14 12 21 .1

65 62 53

t

4

A

4



c

;

Newspaper Reading '

6. Frequency

Si

.19

Table :7

:

Non-Viewers and Daily Newspaper ,Reading,
-

5

Non-Viewers Non-Local Non-Network Viewers of, Both

of Both Local & lietOik News

(N=260) . (N=66) (N=89) (N=800.)

%

1.

-Nevep or Seldom

One or TwO Days

Nearly Everyday

Everyday

P26

12

54

15

11

17

27

,

10

10'

53

r 15

12

ii

62

2.
sx =. 2.5..13, .9 .df,

Gaima

4

r

t

I.

r

''.00

.

.4

6

4.
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_Table 8.

Non-Viewing by_the News-Norm Scale

Very Low Low Med. High -

(N=173) (N=292) (N=393) (N=303)

a
Non-Viewers of Both 30. 18 21 18

IS

Non-Local 8 4 7

Non-Network' 8 9 6

Viewers of-Both
Local & Network News 54 69 ' 69 69

ft

*

x2 = 21;97, 9 df, pis.01

. Gamma = .10

, .
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Table 9

Non-Viewiiig,by the News Norm Scale Controlling for Age

1

56-65'. .

Very. LOW ',LOW 'Med. High

(N=28) .4% (N=54) (N=4) (N=46)

.
% .

.
%

,

Non-Viewers of Both 32. 11 . 12 17

-Non-Local

,Non-Network

7

'7
4

.Viewers of Both .

Local & Network News 54 .78 86 . 78

. -

2
= 1?.71, 9 df; pi .05

Gamma ='.24-'N

s:

fir

\

Very Low
(N=34)

6 .

9

15

,71

N.S.

Over 65
High
(N=20)

Low

(N=66)

Med.
(N=45)

%

6 9 20

2 2 5

8 2 0

85 87 75

4,

.

3 0
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IV

TYPE OF NON-VIEWER

Non-Viewers of'Both

.Non-Viewers of Local

News Only

Non-Viewers of Network
News Only

k

a

a Table 10

Summary of
Socio-Economic Characteristiqs

of Non-Viewers of News

\

Age Education . Income Residence

Young Old LQW High, Low High New Old

*

V. pf ve*

4

V v

*-Adults who have livedan the area more than 10 Years but who Are not lifetime

'residents are excluded.
'

** The trend for the influence of income on non viewing is not clearly, defined.

The data suggest thaf income groups above $5,000 are more likely to be non-

viewers than groups under $5,000.

_Aw

A



_

Non-Listeners of
Radio,News

4Paily Listener of
Radio News

Ndn-Readers of
Daily Newspaper

Daily, Reider of

Daily .Newspaper

.
r .t. r

'Table il

.Sunpary of Non-Viewers' Use of Other Media'

/ 'Non-Viewer

of BOth

Most

Likely

11.

Non-Viewer
of Local,-
Only

I

-Non-Viewer
of Network

Only

.

least Mbst

Likely Likely

Le st
4 ely

Most
Likely

Least

Likely

Mbst*

Likely

Least*

Likely

-*Actually therg is only one percentage point difference between this group

and the non-viewers of network news only group.
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